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Abstract—The Software Product Line (SPL) paradigm promotes systematic reuse-based software development and is
founded on the idea of capturing commonalities and variabilities
between software products of a target domain. Feature model as
the main artefact of SPL development mostly captures functional
and operational variability of a system. Researchers have argued
that connecting intentional variability models such as goal models
with feature variability models in a target domain can enrich feature models with valuable quality and non-functional information.
Interrelating goal models and feature models has already been
proposed in the literature for capturing non-functional properties
in software product lines, however, the integration process is
cumbersome and tedious. In this paper, we propose a (semi)
automated approach that systematically integrates feature models
and goal models through domain-specific conceptual models
represented by ontologies. We first associate each element of
the models with their raison-d’etre, i.e., sections of the domain
documents that justify each model element. Then, using texts that
are associated with the elements and through a semantics-enabled
textual analysis process, the model elements will be semantically
annotated with related ontological concepts. Finally, a mapping
recommendation process is proposed that would connect feature
model and goal model elements through measuring the semantic
similarity of their annotated ontological concept. Our proposed
approach not only provides the means to systematically interrelate
feature models and goal models but also allows domain engineers
to identify the mutual impact of features and non-functional
properties.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is a systematic
reuse-based software development approach which is founded
on the idea of building software products using a set of core
assets rather than developing individual software systems from
scratch [5]. The software product line approach consists of two
main development lifecycles, namely Domain Engineering and
Application Engineering [12]. Domain engineering involves
analyzing and modeling the target domain as a whole and producing a set of reusable core assets. Application Engineering
involves developing a domain-specific software product using
and through the customization of artefacts that are developed
in the domain engineering phase.
Domain analysis as an important part of domain engineering
is the process for analyzing and modeling a set of related
software systems in a domain of interest. In the context of
software product lines, system common and variant characteristics are organized in a tree-like representation named
feature models [11]. Feature models mostly address functional
aspects of a domain [8], [11], [13] and there is a need for

systematic approaches to deal with non-functional properties
[4]. As indicated in the literature, non-functional properties are
an important factor for the success of software development
projects [15]. Neglecting and not addressing NFPs adequately
can cause a series of critical problems for the final software,
which can impose extra time and cost for fixing software
errors.
In recent years, the idea of employing goal-oriented approaches has gained more attention in the product family
research community [2], [10], [19], [22]. The proposed approaches mainly focus on using goal models for feature
model construction and product configuration processes. Some
researchers argue that goal models are useful in capturing and
modeling functional and non-functional aspects of the domain
at the time when features of the intended system (system to-be)
have not yet been identified and developed [1], [22]. In fact,
goal models can provide a basis for representing intentional
variability [14]. Integration of intentional variability model,
which contains both domain’s functional and non-functional
aspects, with feature variability model, which usually addresses
functional and operational aspects, can enrich feature models
with domain related quality information. Accordingly, in [10]
Jarzabek et. al proposed the F-SIG method to connect feature
and goal models in order to bring quality attributes in the
feature models. Although this approach provides a means for
representing NFPs in feature models, since the process needs
to be conducted manually, it demands more time dedication
and perseverance from domain analysts specifically when the
complexity and size of the models grow.
Kang [11] mentioned that feature elements represent system
functionality in a domain and the authors in [21] indicate task
elements in goal models represent the operation or function
that can be defined for satisfying parent goals. Therefore,
it could be possible to integrate feature and goal models
by identifying conceptually related pair of task and feature
elements. Furthermore, softgoals in a goal model represent
domain non-functional aspects which are interconnected with
task elements. Through the integration of the feature model
and the goal model, one can identify the impact of a feature
on a non-functional property. This can be achieved by finding
the correlated task in a goal model which has influence on
the softgoal. In other words, in a goal model the impact of
functional aspects of a domain on the non-functional properties
are captured through the links which are established between
task and softgoal elements. Based on this, by identifying the
feature and task pairs, which representing similar functionality,

it can be inferred that the feature can has similar influence as
its related task has on the domain softgoal.
In this paper, we introduce a (semi) automated framework, which systematically integrates feature models and goal
models through shared domain ontologies. We first annotate
feature and goal models’ elements with ontological concepts
through an annotation process and then integrate these two
models by identifying and connecting conceptually related
elements e.g., pair of feature and task elements through a
mapping recommendation process. Note that, the information
in feature and goal models come from domain documents such
as interview transcripts, functional requirements documents,
strategic planning documents, and etc [12]. In the feature and
goal modeling process, domain analysts use these documents
as a source to derive the elements and design the feature and
goal models. Based on this assumption, we posit the existence
of either explicit or implicit relation between the domain
documents and the elements of feature and goal models. In
order to have precise annotation, we analyze such domain
documents and associate feature and goal model elements
with their relevant supporting texts (the part of the domain
documents based on which an element is contextualized).
In the annotation process, we benefit from text analysis
method to extract important domain concepts from the associated texts and automatically annotate the feature and goal
model elements with relevant ontological domain concepts.
Afterwards, in the mapping recommendation process we utilize
an explicit semantic similarity function to measure the semantic relatedness of elements in the feature and goal models and
connect the conceptually related elements. We should point out
that, the objective of our work is not to take over the feature
and goal models integration process from the domain analysts,
but rather we intend to provide the facilities that allow domain
analysts to perform the integration process through a decision
support process. The remainder of this paper is as follows: The
next section reviews some preliminaries. Then, the propose
method for integrating feature and goal models is presented
in Section III . In Section IV, we support our method with an
illustrative example. Related works are discussed in Section V
and the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Feature Modeling
Features are important distinguishing aspects or characteristics of a family of systems [16]. They are widely used for
depicting the shared structure and behavior of a set of similar
systems. To form a product family, all the various features
of a set of similar/related systems are composed into a feature
model. In a feature model, features are hierarchically organized
by Structural Constraints which can be typically classified as:
1) Mandatory: a feature must be included in the product if
the parent feature is included; 2) Optional: a feature may
or may not be included in product if the parent feature is
included; 3) Alternative feature group: one and only one of
features from the feature group can be selected if the parent
node is included; 4) Or feature group: one or more features
from a feature group can be included in the product if their
parent feature is included. In some case, the cross tree mutual
interdependencies among the features exist; thus, additional

Fig. 1: Sample feature model for tablet domain.

Fig. 2: Sample goal model for tablet computer.
constraints are often added to feature models and are referred
to as Integrity Constraints. The two most widely used integrity
constraints are: Includes - the presence of a given feature (set
of features) requires the inclusion of another feature (set of
features); and Excludes - the presence of a given feature (set
of features) requires the elimination of another feature (set of
features). Figure 1 shows a sample feature model for the tablet
domain.
B. Goal Modeling
Goal oriented methods provide a framework for capturing and managing early stage system requirements and are
generally built over three important concepts namely goals,
softgoals, and tasks [21]. Goals can be defined as a desired
result for system under development that stakeholders plan to
achieve. In contrast, softgoals refer to non-functional properties
of system. In addition, tasks are the methods that can operationalize goals. In goal oriented methods, all elements (goals,
softgoals, and tasks) are organized and represented in a treelike structure called goal models. In a goal model, the elements
can be refined such that high level elements are expressed
through the finer grained elements using AND-decomposition
and OR-decomposition. Moreover, impact links are defined to
identify to what extent an individual task can contribute to
satisfaction of the softgoals. Impact links can be annotated
with: “+” helps, “++” makes, “-” hurts, or “- - ” breaks [15].
Figure 2 shows a sample goal model for the tablet domain.
III.

T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD

The overview of our approach is shown in Figure 3.
Essentially, our work focuses on introducing a process which

A. Model Element Enrichment
In the real world practice, domain analysts usually refer to
a set of textual assets such as interview transcripts, functional
requirements documents, strategic planning documents, as their
information source in order to design and develop a feature
and/or goal model. These documents will be used as a source
of information to extract the model elements like features and
define relations among the derived elements [12].

Fig. 3: Overview of our approach.
facilitates the tasks of the domain analysts for addressing nonfunctional properties during the domain engineering lifecycle.
Within our proposed approach, we achieve this by systematically extending feature models with the relevant goal models
targeting same domain of interest.
The proposed process for incorporating non-functional
properties in a feature model takes three main steps:
1) Model element enrichment: In the feature and goal
modeling process, domain documents are usually used
as information source for extracting feature and goal
models’ elements. Based on this fact, our first step will
create the extended version of feature and goal models
in which the elements in the models are linked with
the sections of domain documents that the elements are
derived from. In the other words, each model element
will be accompanied by textual snippets from domain
documents that justify the existence of the model element.
2) Semantic annotation: Once the feature and goal model
elements are labeled with their related supporting texts,
each element will be semantically annotated with domain
ontological concepts. we employ an automated semantic
text analysis method in order to analyze the elements’
associated texts and cross-reference the elements with a
set of concepts that are identified from the texts.
3) Mapping recommendation: In the third step, both feature and goal model elements are semantically annotated
with concepts from shared domain ontologies. Mapping
recommendation process identifies and recommends the
pair of elements in the feature and goal models that are
semantically related. Here, pairwise comparisons will be
performed on the elements’ representative concepts in
order to measure the conceptual relatedness of each pair
elements. This process highlights a set of possible mappings between the models. Furthermore, domain analysts
can review the mapping suggestions and decide on their
suitability, i.e., accept or reject the recommendation, and
then finalize the integration process by connecting the
accepted elements via mapping links. In the following
sections, the details behind each of these three steps are
introduced.

During the design process, the rationale for extracting
elements will be documented by building the traceability links
between the derived elements and their supporting texts in the
domain documents. These explicit links help to keep track of
the reasons behind selecting the developed model elements,
which augment the maintainability of the model. Specifically
the model will be more understandable and changeable at
the time when it needs to be updated with new identified
requirements. Based on this, we can consider that there is a
link between the identified elements, e.g. features or goals, and
the source of information that the element is derived from.
The general approach for mapping goals and features has
been to look at the syntactical similarity or synonimity between
feature and goal element names. Our approach takes this one
step further by trying to find correspondences between feature
and goal model elements by looking at their textual sources.
In fact, the first step of our approach can be considered as
preprocessing step for the semantic annotation process.
B. Semantic Annotation
The main goal of our proposed approach is connecting
the feature model space with the goal model space through
identifying and relating the elements that are semantically
related, e.g., the pair of feature and tasks that represent the
same functionality. In the feature and goal models, elements
can be further described using a set of semantic tags. These
semantic tags are in the form of references to concepts within
external ontologies. The associated ontological concepts can
be considered as a representative, which indicates the inherent
intended meaning of a element. Based on this it can be
claimed that, for each pair of elements, the more the element’s
associated concepts are similar the more probable that the
elements are semantically close to each other.
The main task in this step is to annotate the feature
and goal model elements with appropriate semantic concepts.
For this purpose, we use element’s supporting texts that are
added in model element enrichment step and through the text
semantic analysis method; we automatically extract semantic
concepts from the texts and annotate the model elements with
ontological concepts. As a result of the annotation process, a
meaningful profile will be produced for each element in the
feature and goal models. Each profile allows each element to
be clearly described using its related concepts.
Various types of semantic annotation systems exist, which
can be used in text semantic analysis process. The underlying
techniques of these systems rely on a combined use of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and the large scale knowledge
bases like DBpedia [6]. In this research, we benefit from,
Denote [7], a semantic annotation system, which employs the
element’s supporting text as the input. For a given element’s

supporting text, the system automatically detects and identifies
the relevant terms (spots) that are available in the supporting text and relates each of them to appropriate ontological
concepts. Accordingly, the element will be annotated with the
identified semantic concepts.
Typical semantic annotation system rely on three main
phases, i.e., spotting, disambiguation and pruning [6]. The
main goal of the spotting phase is to parse the input supporting
text and identify the appropriate spot (which can be a single
word or phrase). The main objective of the disambiguation
phase is twofold: 1) first cross-reference each spot identified
in the input text with one appropriate ontological concept and
2) then among all concepts that are linked to a spot, select the
one that reflects the best semantic association. Finally, in the
pruning phase, the candidate annotations which are not related
to input text context will be deleted.
Our work is independent of the choice of the semantic
annotation system as long as the selected system addresses
the following capabilities: accepting short supporting text as an
input text, using well accepted general ontologies like DBpedia
as the underlying knowledge base, and providing real time
annotation result efficiently within a reasonable time frame.
C. Mapping Recommendation
Once the feature and goal model elements are annotated
with the concepts within a shared ontology, the models can
be explored to find the pair of conceptually related feature and
task elements. The mapping recommendation process provides
this opportunity to connect feature space with goal space
through identifying a set of feature and task elements that are
represented by related concepts.
The underlying challenge of mapping process can be simply
viewed as the problem of selecting the feature and the task
that are annotated with a set of similar concepts. Given AF
(which is the concept sets for feature set F in the feature
model) and AT (which is the concept sets for task set T in the
goal model); the mapping process calculates the relatedness
between all feasible combinations of tasks and features.
As indicated by Strube et al. in [18], the measure for computing semantic similarity between two ontological concepts
can be categorized as: 1) path based measures, 2) information
content based measures, and 3) text overlap based measures.
To explain, path based measures compute the relatedness of
two concepts by calculating the number of edges along the
path between two concepts within the taxonomy hierarchy.
Information content based measures compute the relatedness
based on the extent in which two concepts share information.
Text overlap based measures calculate relatedness based on
the overlap exist between the texts associated to each concept.
For the purpose of calculating and quantifying the conceptual
distance between two ontological concepts, we employ the
distance metric proposed in [20], [3] which is based on the
combined measures that we introduced before.
Lets assume that feature f ∈ F is annotated with a set of
concepts Af hc1 , c2 ...cn i ∈ AF and, task t ∈ T is annotated
with At hc01 , c02 ...c0m i ∈ AT . In order to be able to calculate the
semantic relatedness between two elements, we will need to

Fig. 4: Abstract feature model and goal model.
measure and quantify the semantic relatedness between their
concept sets.
The mapping recommendation process works as a decision
support platform and assists domain engineers by recommending the conceptually related task and feature elements. For
each feature f ∈ F , mapping recommendation process lists
the potential tasks which feature can be mapped on them. The
tasks are ranked based on their calculated relatedness scores,
which indicate the similarity degree of the feature to the each
individual task. Furthermore, a domain engineer can review
the mapping suggestions and finalize the process by accepting
the tasks that are suitable enough to be mapped on the feature.
As a result of this process, the feature model will be extended
with the non-functional properties of the domain. In fact, in
the goal model the association between tasks and softgoals are
implicitly expressed via impact links. Therefore, task elements
are already associated with domain non-functional properties.
By connecting the feature elements to their semantically related task elements, we create an indirect link from features to
non-functional properties through the tasks.
IV.

I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLE

Given the proposed framework that is described in the
previous sections, let us explain the feature and goal models
integration process using an illustrative example. Assume that
a domain analyst wants to model and address non-functional
properties of a domain in a feature model, e.g., feature model
in Figure 4. The provided goal model (right box in Figure 4)
can be used as the basis in which non-functional properties
of the domain are represented as softgoals (in reality, feature
and goal models are much bigger than this short example).
As seen in the process shown in Figure 3 the integration can
be conducted in three steps. In the first step (model element
enrichment), the feature and goal model elements will be
enriched with their domain supporting text. Table 1 shows
sample supporting texts for “3G” and “WiFi” features, and
“WLAN” and “Cellular” tasks. A Domain analyst can help to
find the appropriate supporting text for each element from their
related domain text document. In reality, this should already
be available from when goal and feature models were initially
developed.
In the second step, using textual semantic analysis the
ontological concepts will be identified and assigned to each
element. As an example, Table 2 represents the spots and their
associated concepts that are extracted from the “WiFi” feature’s supporting text: “WiFi technology allows tablets connect
to internet using wireless interface”. In fact, the “WiFi” feature
is now restricted with the semantic meaning attached to the
identified concepts URI. This process needs to be performed

softgoals and softgoals are linked to task elements via impact
links. For instance, as shown in Figure 3, “WLAN” task is
linked to “Accessibility” softgoal with positive impact. Also,
“WLAN” task and “Cost” softgoal are linked with negative
impact. Considering the fact that, we know the feature/task relations (which are identified through mapping process) and the
task/softgoals relations (which are expressed in a goal model),
the relation between features and non-functional properties can
be identified. As an example, through the mapping process the
link is established between “WiFi” feature and “WLAN” task.
On the other hand, “WLAN” task has negative impact on the
“Accessibility” and positive impact on the “Cost” softgoals.
Therefore, it can be inferred that “WiFi” feature also has the
same impact, as “WLAN” task has on “Accessibility” and
“Cost” softgoals.

for other elements in the feature and goal model. Due to space
limitation, the focus of this example is to find the mapping
tasks for “WiFi” feature. It should be noted that, the semantic
annotation process is fully automated.
In the third step, each feature element’s associated concepts
will be compared with the concepts that are associated to task
elements in a goal model and a list of candidate tasks that
can be mapped on to the target feature will be suggested.
In this example, mapping recommendation process suggests
“WLAN” and “Cellular network” as possible mapping tasks,
and then ranks them based on their calculated relatedness
scores (0 ≤ score ≤ 1). The relatedness scores are computed
by comparing the “WiFi” feature’s concepts set (presented in
Table 2) with the concepts that are associated to “WLAN”
and “Cellular network” tasks (as presented in Table 3). Our
approach provides domain engineers with a means to choose
the best mapping (either “WLAN” or “Cellular network” tasks)
for the “WiFi” feature by considering the calculated relatedness
scores. In this case, “WLAN” with the score value of 0.9 is
more probable to be best choice for mapping compared to
“Cellular network” with the score value of 0.6. Therefore,
“WLAN” will be chosen as a most similar task thus it can
be connected to “WiFi” feature via a mapping link.
Using the mapping recommendation process we identified
the semantically related feature and task elements. According
to the quality information that is encoded in the goal model, we
want to recognize the domain related non-functional properties
for the feature model elements. Note that, in a goal model the
non-functional properties of the domain are represented as a

The spotlight of this work is that we consider stakeholders’ both functional and non-functional properties in domain
analysis process. Adopting the goal models which inherently
address non-functional properties of the domain and systematically integrating them with feature model provides this
opportunity to bring the feature model and its related quality
aspects under one umbrella. Having comprehensive model
that address both functional and non-functional properties in
domain of interest can be used throughout of product line
development such as reference architecture design and product
configuration. Specifically, in configuration process, using the
integrated model an application engineer can make more informed decision in feature selection process with respect to the
associated non-functional properties. He can simply trace back
the selected feature into the goal model space, and observe
the impact of his decision over the related non-functional
properties (softgoals); hence the application engineer would
be able to develop quality-centric software products.
V.

R ELATED W ORK

Software product lines have been gaining interest in both
industry and academia due to their usefulness for facilitating
reuse and enhancing efficiency and production time. Due to
the importance of non-functional properties, researches have
recently started to explore the development of methods for
capturing and modeling the non-functional properties in the
domain analysis phase, which is the main phase in domain
engineering lifecycles [4], [9], [10], [17], [23].
Benavides et al. in [4] introduce an approach for modeling
NFPs in feature models. The model is named “extended
feature model” where features in feature models are annotated
with some quality attributes such as availability, cost, latency,
and bandwidth. In addition, for each attribute the domain of
possible value are defined which can be discrete or continuous.
This model can be used to automatically configure products
using CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problems) solvers.
In another work, Sinnema et al. [17] propose a framework
(COVAMOF) for modeling variability in software product
lines. COVAMOF supports variation in several levels ranging
from features to code. Variations are organized hierarchically
and various types of interdependency among variation points
are modeled and treated in this framework.
In [23], the authors develop a Bayesian Belief Network
(BBN) approach to predict and assess quality of software

products. In this approach, BBN is used to capture and identify
the impact of variants over the set of quality attributes. In
the BBN, the nodes represent features and quality attribute
variables. The directed edges represent the impact relation
between two nodes. Conditional probability is assigned to each
node in BBN in order to quantify the conceptual relationships.
This probability numbers show the domain expert’s belief, the
extent that a given feature impacts quality attributes. Using
the BBN network, an application engineer can understand how
selecting one feature can impact a specific quality attribute thus
making more informed decisions in the configuration stage. In
the abovementioned approaches, capturing and managing the
non-functional properties of the domain are highly dependent
on domain analysts’ knowledge and experience.
Most closely to our work, Jarzabek et al. [10] have considered goal models as a foundation to represent NFPs in a
feature model. In their research, they develop F-SIG (FeatureSoftgoal Interdependency Graph) that is founded on FODA
(domain analysis method) and NFR Framework (goal-oriented
analysis method). In F-SIG, FODA is extended with NFR
Framework model in order to benefit from the potential of goaloriented analysis in SPL. F-SIG nodes represent the domain
features and quality attributes. The interdependencies between
concepts in F-SIG are represented by directed edges. Using
F-SIG, application developers can analyze and evaluate how
the selection of particular variant can influence the quality
attributes. The work proposed by the authors mostly need
a domain analyst’s intervention in terms of identifying the
interdependencies between functional and non-functional properties, whereas our approach provides a framework that assist
domain analysts to recognize the domain related NFPs for each
feature.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

The focus of the work presented in this paper is to address
non-functional properties in domain analysis for SPL, which
is the first step in the domain engineering phase. We propose
a semi-automatic approach which intends to systematically
integrate feature models, which represent functional aspects of
a domain, and goal models, which represent non-functional
properties. Through this integration, the quality aspects of
the domain can be captured from the early stage of SPL
development. Our proposed framework consists of three main
steps: 1) model element enrichment (relate the model elements
to corresponding domain textual documentation); 2) semantic
annotation (semantically annotate model elements with standard ontological concepts), and 3) mapping recommendation
(extend feature model with domain non-functional properties
via softgoals). As a future work, we aim to use various types of
ontologies in the textual analysis process in order to have more
accurate semantic annotation process. Especially, we intend to
develop NFP ontologies and use it in our proposed approach.
Moreover, we intend to develop a toolset in order to support
the activities that are presented in our proposed framework.
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